
� Background uf llae Study 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1 

According lu Goldman in his essay The Genetic-Sn·uctllralist Metliod in the 

Ilisto1y of Lite1·ature (1964:55-74), " literary work is lite cxpn:ssiun of imaginary 

wol"ld-view. The author crcales characters, objects, and the rclalioo among them in 

bis imagination,,. 

The abo'\1-e statement indicates that literary product has a social function, such 

as expressing the aud1or's world-view. The world-view, in this case, is not merely the 

empirical fact, but also includes the idealistic reality. However, it is important to know 

d1at tbe world-view expressed in the litera1y work cannot be genuinely considered as 

the autbor's idea. It can be the world-view of his contemporary society which later 

influences the author as a nuclear member so that the analysis of the literacy work in 

conj\mction with the author's biography in a broader context. of his aCJsociated social 

group structure becomeH unavoidable to convey the author'R wnrld-view. 

To reconstruct the author's wnrld-view, it iR a mmt to begin with the analyRiR 

of the intrinsic aspect of the work towards the genetic factors which includes the 

author and iLt; contemporary socio-historical facts. The ana1ysiR of the inbinsic

structure comprises of characters, pJot, setting, point of view, and theme. Howaver, 
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tile analysis of tl1c intiinsic stn1cturc can partially take one clement or whole clements 

in inter-relationship. 

Substantially, the literary product ae a socio-cultural system cannot be 

separated from the extrinsic context as long as it has close relationship with the center 

i1Js11e of the study. Based on this idea, the research also includes the biography of the 

author to contribute the exploration of the cre.ative process of the author as the 

member of certain Rociety and hiR ideological background. 

Bertolt Brecht's The Good Woman ofSetzuan is a drama portraying a moralist 

prostitute woman who Jives in a society wherein immoral conduct is necessary for 

survival. She is later known as Shen Te, the good woman of the tittle. She sutlers 

from a dilemma that leads ber to a complicated conflict within herself. Since she Jives 

in a currupl society, sh� is tum in two by du: gods' command to be guud and her need 

of survival. She cannot be good to herself and other people at tbe same time. She has 

to give in bcr need of swvival when she is good to otl1crs. How�"f, she must Sb.."J>S on 

others when she treats herself properly. She has to drop her genuine self-personality 

and take the fonn of her fictive cousin namely Shui Ta who is a ruthless and wicked 

man. But Shui Ta is very important to her to make her impossible do the good 

activities to other people. He provides financi.il capital by operating his bucJiness strictly 

and makes people miserable eo that Shen Te's goodness is still in demand. 

" Brecht's plays, " says Harold Clunnan in Lies Like Tn1th, 1958 " are 

morality pla� afi surety u anything written to demonRtrate the road to Ra1vation or to 
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mock tlac evil one. His play which is being discussed in dus study docs not merely 

illut'trate goodness but also immorality side of a man. Dy me:m.s of Shui Ta's 

characteri:zation, Brecht elaborates the moral destruction which is inevitably 

unavoidable to survive in the society. Brecht describes the moral destruction as his way 

to present the cathartic experience with which the audiences are naturally p1uified 

(Gassner, J & Dukore, B. 1970:868-869). From this view-poin� we come to know 

that Rrecht'R play has Rncial function. The role of the social function ties on dialectical 

activities done by the readers towards the mission of the work. 

Brecht is a major modem playwright, a significant dramatic theorist, and an 

important director whose work in each capacity infonns his practice in tho othct"fl 

(Gassner, J. & Dukore, B. 1970:868). He is also considered as one of Marxist 

playwright whose objective is to change tbe corrupt society by exposing die socially 

fonncd chai·actct'S. 

He believes tbat his anti-Aristotelian Epic Tlieatre is able to dramatize a 

complete social picture. It portrays human beings as 'the smn of all. social 

circumstances' and gives 'a comprehensive picture of the world' (Goldman, 1964:46). 

Its major goal is to make the audiences actively and critically analyze not only social 

behaviour but tbe stmcture of society a.CJ well (Ga.&JSner, J. & Dukore, B. 1970:870). 

More.over, he is exploring the learning plays, didactic ones which teach social 

attitudes by showing social 1YPes and actions. Briefly the Aristotelian play is essentially 

Atatic, its wk iii to Rhow the WOT"ld a.ci it iR. 111e learning play iR eARentially dynamic; itR 
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task is to show tho wodd as it changes and also bow it may be changed (Baranski, Z & 

Short, J. R. 1985 :79). 

In the writer's opinion, the Wo,./d Vision held by Bcrtolt Brecht has a close 

relationship with his moral vision since the author is a moralist whose works concern 

much with morality. Based on the above description, dte problem of the author's 

moral vision i' an essential point because the literary worl<l's existence iCJ considered as 

a part of socio-cultural system which cannot be separated from the extrinsic context. 

Therefore, the major proh1em to he researched iR about the author's moral vision BR 

reflected in the work. 

B. �'tatement of the Problem 

The discussion of background of the study above leads the writer to some 
i.; 

significant problems that are fonnulated as follows : 

l. Huw far can du: characterization support the manifeatatiun of the author's 

moral vision ? 

2. How far is tbc author's biography closely l'clatcd to the moral vision 

expressed in bis work '1 

3. How far does the socio-cultural system influence the author's 

moral vision ? 
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C. Objective uf lhe Study 

Tile study bas die cxploratiw objectives. Based Otl tbc statement of tbc 

problems above, the study is to find objective reality through analyzing the rela1ionship 

inter phenomenon. However, the specific objectives of the study, thereby are 

mentioned below : 

1. To find out the characterization of the work as the manifestation of the 

author's moral vision. 

2. To figure out the retationRhip between the biography of the author 

and the work researched. 

3. To explore the socio-cultural background which btlluenccs the 

author's moral vision. 

D. Significance of the Study 

This study is contmiplated lu reveal lhe socio-cultural phenomenon which Ii� 

in tbe autbo1·'s worlt.1-view. By means of it, d1e awareness of past expedence could be 

achieved to avoid of having the same unprofitable condition in the future. 

Exclusively, tllis study is expected to giw a incaidngful contdbution In the 

study of Bertolt Brecht's works generally and his The Good Woman of &tzuan 

particularly. The writer effort to present the moral vision embodied in the work is also 

expected to enlighten the readers about both the humanity and inhumanity side of 
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bwnan being through dialectical activities. Fw1bcnuo1'C, the readers could apply it in 

their own world. 

11te writer hopes duat the outcome of this study may broader our sense about 

the practice of hmnanity extensively. And may it is not an exaggeration thing that this 

study will give a considerable contribution in the development of literary sh1dy 

particularly in the English Department of Airlangga University. 

E. Scope and LlmltaUon 

Tn thiR Rnhchapter, the writer iR preRenting the scope and limitation of the 

study. It is very important t� have agreement in the limitation because it will prevent 

the writer from analyzing beyotld die object of the study. 

"Jbe study of Hertolt .Brecht's 11re Good Woman of Setzuan covers three main 

areas include the intrinsic aspect of the work with the focus on the main characters, the 

biugrdphy of the author, and the last area is the suciu-cultural syslmi in which the 

work taken place. 

1110 main charactci'S in dtc play whose cltai·actciization &ivc mucb conttibution 

to the finding of the theme are Shen Te and Shui Ta. Taking Shen Te as the central 

aspect of the study is under consideration that Brecht is elaborating his idea of how a 

person behaves to give a meaningful response to a particular situation in a couupt 

society through Shen Te's characterization most which Is in contrast with Shui Ta's. 
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F. Theoretlcal Background 

The discussion of literary work scientifically cannot be separated fi'om the 

theory. It plays an important role in the writer's explanation of the phenomenon 

existing in the object of the study. The right theory will be able to answer the 

proposed problems. Furthennore, it is obvious that the study of Jitcmy work as a 

scientific research nee<lci dteory as the lnslnunent to answer the problem.� by collecdng 

the supporting fact and fonnulating the relationship of the inter-phenomenon. 

Moreover, d•eory can help to define Rtatemenl of d•e problem, the objective of the 

study, scope and limitation, and the analysis of the data. 

In this subchapter, a short description about theory used ht this study and the 

reason for selecting it as the instrument to analyze the play will be given. In the 

writer's opinion, Lucien Goldman's Genetic Structuralism is applicable in this 

rc:search bc:cause il is focusing the analysis on the intrinsic structure in relaliun with 

the extrinsic elements of die literary work which include the audior's biography and 

d•c social system of the associated society. 

This thesis is a sociological study of a literacy work but it regards the 

explanation of the whole meaning of the work as the main source. It is explained that 

from the point of view of the literacy sociology, structuralism pinpoints the literary 

work as a basic datum of research, seeing it as •a layered system of meanings' which 

add up to an integrated whole and which is closely related, but not wholly determined 

by external facfors. 
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Goldman's Genetic Stl·ucturalism is based on the assumpliun &bat lhc 

structures of litci·ary work arc homologous with the mcnt.al stmcturc of certain social 

groups or is in intelligible relation with them. It can be further appeared according to 

the following model : the group constitutes a process of structuration that elaborates in 

the consciousness of its members affective, intellectual, and practical tendencies 

towards a coherent response to the problems presented by their relations with nature 

and their inter-human relations (Goldman, 1964: lSB). 

11tis study covers some of Genetic Structuralism's categories such as 

structuration of literary work; world-view, and collectivity of the .mbject. Tho first 

one will explain inter-phenomenon in dte work itself. The description of world-view 

will be used as mediation to explain the homology between the stJUcture of the work 

and society. The last part will explore the description of social condition in the 

associated society. Meanwhile the biographical approach will be given to clarify the 

idtulugical backgruwtd uf lhe aulhor which suppurlH &he lhcmatlc structure of lhe 

work itself. 

G. Dlbllographlcal Study 

As far as the library research has been conducted, especially at d•c libt·atics of 

Airlangga University, study on chnrncteriz.ation and its relation to the author's 

biography and the social condition as a global phenomenon in a certain era in an 
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integrated discussion has not been fowul, and neither has the study on charactctization 

and social phenomenon in Bertolt Brecht's The Good Woman q{Setzuan. 

There are several source books used in this study among others : 

1. Gassner, J and Dukore, F. B. A Treasuring of the Theatre (1970) 

which discusses the characterii.ation of the play. 

2. Goldmann, L Toward a Sociology of the Nm•el (1964') which 

describes theory of Oenetic-Structuralism. 

3. Short, R. J. And Baranski, G. Z. Developing Contemporary Marxism 

(1985) which lall<R about biography ofBertolt Breehl. 

H. Method nf the Study 

The study of the structure of a society in certain era implied in the heroine of 

Bertolt Brecht's The Good Woman of Setzuan will use explorative method. It will 

explore the structure of the work and its relation to the structure of assoc;iated ROCiety 

through the categories of Goldman's Genetic-Structuralism. The SOW"CCS arc 

accumulated by library research which is done by collecting. reading, and selecting the 

information concerning to the play, dteory, and its playwright. 

The steps and the techniques of data collecting employed systematically in this 

sl1udy can be de.lined as follows. The .firsl slq> is collecting all uf the data un the 

characterization of Shen Te in the play researched. After that, all of tlte data 
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successfully collected arc observed whether dacy arc sig11ificant citougb to be ciacloscd 

in the research. The folloWing step is classifying the data into primary and secondary 

data. Only the primary data are included into the analysis. The primary data on the 

characteriufion of Shen Te are then analyzed and the outcome of the analysis is 

eventually interpreted to find its imrlication toward the associated society. The data 

analysis is principally c-0nducted in conjunction with theory used in the study. And the 

thechnique of the data analysis are deRcriptive and inteqm:tative. 

I. Definitions of Key Tenns 

Moral 

�odd-view 

Genetic 

: htdiyidual's state ofbehaviom constructed by religious 

background. 

: a cunvenienl term for lhe whole complex of idc:ms, 

aspirations, and feelings which links together the members 

of a social group. And only dtc great writer's work that a 

world vision is expressed, based on the human condition 

and an exceptional awareness of major social trends. 

: The factors that deal with the origins of the literary wo.tk. 

ht the state of Lucien goldtnan Genetic Stn1cturalism, they 

could be the author's world view or his contemporary 

socio-cultural hackground. 
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Stmctw·alism : Concepts of system in whicb tile clcmoiifl wldct· analysis 

fonn numerous dynamic relations with other elements, 

with the other parts of the system, and when: eveiy element 

has a menaing only in relation to the other parts. 

11 
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